PROGRAM

I Live in Expanding Rings    Gracin Dorsey (b. 1985)

Touch Lightly Nature’s    Simon Hutchinson (b. 1980)
Sweet Guitar

Christopher Olin, conductor

Every Living Thing    Timothy Francis (b. 1978)

The Lily Flower    Benjamin Krause (b. 1985)

Ave Maria    Ethan Gans-Morse (b. 1982)

Webb Parker, conductor

A Poison Tree    Christopher Prosser (b. 1978)

We have Caused the Dawn    Sam L. Richards (b. 1982)

Matt Carey, conductor

*S * *

SOSPIRO NEW MUSIC VOCAL ENSEMBLE

Soprano
Leah Allen
Gina Aramburu
Brittany Farrell
Heather Holmquest

Alto
Krista Abrahamson
Kate Killops
Kate Longo
Meagan Joy Prince
Julia Sarewitz
Maggie Evans

Tenor
Hau-Wei Chang
Chet Lisiecki
Webb Parker
Jeffrey Parola
Christopher Prosser
Scott Wagnon

Bass
Matt Carey
Richard Carrick
Charles Coughlin
Ethan Gans-Morse
Aaron Manela
Christopher Olin

*S * *
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110th Season, 21st program

SCHOOL OF MUSIC AND DANCE
Room 163 Music  Tuesday evening
8:00 p.m.  November 17, 2009

SOSPIRO NEW MUSIC
VOCAL ENSEMBLE
Christopher Prosser, director

A Concert of 7 World Premieres
on Themes of Nature

UNIVERSITY OF OREGON